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• I INTRODUCTION 

The derivation of Maxwell's equations commencing with Coulomb's la can 
be carried out in several ways by extending the work of Page. However, fl heir 
derivation without assuming any experimental results of electromaglletics like 
Coulomb's law has not so far been carried out. This communication gives an 
axiomatic derivation of Maxwell's equations assuming only the conservatiil n of 
charge, specia( relativity with the associated structure of space and a reI tion 
connecting electric and magnetic field intensities. 

S E~EN 'years .after 'the publication of the special t.heory of ~elativity Ib~ Albert 
Emsteml, LeIgh Page2 ,3 set the norms for Its use m developmg Maxwell s equa

. tions starting from Coulomb's law. Since then, several improvembnts were 
I~lade culminating in a generalization of h~s method by ~lliott4.· All ,these: meth~ds, 
however, centre .around at least one expenmental result hke Coulomb s law or BIOt
Savart law apart from the basic assumption of conservation of charge. If I Maxwell's 
equations. are, requir:~ to be deriv~d axiomat~cally, ?nly t~e .f?llowing t.hree +iOl~lS and 
the assocIated defimtIOns may be assumed, VIZ. (1) ImpossIbIlity of actIOn at la dIstance 
(special relativity); (2) impossibility of creating or destroYIng charge witholjt creating 
or destroying the mass carrying them; and (3) a relation connecting B witlR. ·E. 

. It has been implied in current literature on electromagnetic theory that no rerivation 
exists up to now which can p...!1rport to be axiomatic. The purpose of this comlunication_ 
is to .give a method .of derivation which extends and .parallels the, works of Page and 
Elliott but utilizes only the above two assumptions and the associated defi itions. 

The fi~st assumption is. cov~re~ essentiaIJy by special rel~tivi~y and. the lassociated 
concepts like the retarded potentlal. The second assumptIOn IS eqmvalent to the 
principle of conservation of charge. Along with these the properties-of chargel as defined 
implicitly in the current theories of the structure of elementary particles are alsJ assumed. 
One such propelty with which'we commence the derivation of Maxwell's equatfl.on is that 
~he force between two charges in Euclidean space decreases as the distance bet een them 
lllCreases. 

The subject matter to follow is treated in'the following order: In the next section 
a gerieral exp/ession for the electric field i~tensity is derived. ihis is follo~ed by the 
relativistic.transfo~ations of the expression resulting in a generaliz~d form of Lorentz's 
force law. In sectIOns 4, 5; 6 and 7, the general form of the gradIent and furl of the 
electric field intensity and the magnetic field intensity are derived. In all these sections 

"This paper is SUbstant:ally the reproduction ~f a' limited circulation report is~ued by the 
Dept. of Elec. Comm. Engg, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, dated 11 July 1966, submitted 
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only the first assumptiOJl is present wi!hout implying the sec()nd assurpption; However, 
when the principle of conservation of charge is invoked; as in section 8, the generalized 
equations so derived reduce exactly to Maxwell's equations. The last section gives a 
discussion of some of the implications of the approach. 

2. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE ELECTRIC F~ELD INTE.NSITY 

Since Coulomb's inverse square law or any other experimental postulate of elec
tromagnetics is sought to be avoided, the logical ~talting point of the derivation is a 
general expression for electric field intensity covering all admissible laws of variation of 
the field intensity as a function of distance. The basic property of charge which 'prohi
bits the force between two charges from iilcreasing as the distance between' them in
creases, gives rise to the cond~tion that the general force law should monotonically decrease 
or at least be constant with the increase in distance. Hence, if a test charge Q x is 
placed at (xv X2, x3) in the field created by astatic volumetric charge distribution 
Px -(xl> X2'X3), the' total force ,exerted on Qx is given by 

. ~'-

F ( ) Qx f' ff Lim 1 L r-r - - -) 1'1 x' Xl> X2, X3 = 4- - N-';<1> N (+)2 Px (Xl' X2, Xa d v 
c 7tEO V i= 1 r r ai ~ 

where, if aI' a2 , aa are unit vectors along the three principal axes, 
r = a1xI + a2x2 + aaXa in the coordinates XIX2Xa 
;. = al'xi +a2x2 +aaxa in the coordinates X IX 2Xa, 

EO = dielectric constant of free space (in general, units adjusting parameter) 
17 = volume containing the charges 
ai = non-negative undetermined coefficients. 

... (1) 

The undetermined coefficients enable Eq. (1) to represent any conceivable monotonicaJly 
non-increasing force law. 

If the electric field intensity Ex is defined as the force per unit charge, then 
, . 

, 1 ' 
Ex (Xl' x2, Xa) = Q x F x(Xv X2' Xa) ... (2) 

When the charges are not static, the force and field intensity expressions should b'e 
derived from the principles of special relativity. Thus, if a static observer Ox with 
his coordinates XIX2X~ interprets the force and field intensity created by a charge 
distribution Px(xI , X2, xa) with respect -to a test charge Qx as Fx (Xl' X2, x3) and Ex' 
(xv X 2 , x3) respectively and relates these according to Eq. (2), then an observer Oy in 
another coordinate YI Y2 Ya, one' of whose coordinate axis, say YaY3 , is moving along 
X3X 3 axis with a relative velocity Ua, interprets the force and field intensity created by the 
same charge distribution with respect to the same test charge, differently estimated 
as Py(Yv Y2, Y3, t) and Qy, as FY(YI' Y2' Y3, t) and Ey(Yv Y2' Ya, t) respectively and relates 
them according to the equation 

, 1 ' 
Ey(Yv Y2' Y3' t) = Qy Fy(Yv' Y2' Y3' t)' ... (3) 

When the test charge is at rest with respect to:Oy, the force transformation law5 in 
special relativity will be 

... (4) 
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where. F Xl' F X2' F xs are the components of the force F X and A is the Lori ntz factor 
(1_v~/c2)-I/2: Combining -Eqs. (3) and (4) and separating the components of ?evectors. 
one obtains the r~lati6ns 

where 

-, , Qx ' l 
EYl(yIo Y2. Ya. t) = A. Qy EXl(xIo X2• Xa) ,I 
EY2 (yIo Y2' Ya. t) = A ~: EX2 (XI• x2• Xa) 1 
Eys (YIo Y2' Ya. t) = ~: EXS(xl • X 2• Xa) 

. Ex= aIEXl+a2Ex2+aaEx3 

Ey = aIEYl+a2EY2+aaEY3 

... (5) 

3. RELATIVISTIC TRANSFORMATION OF THE GENERAL FORCE LAW 

When a velocity V(t) is assigned to the test charge with respect to the 
Y

I 
Y

2 
Ya• the relativ~stiC transformation law for the force F y , will be, afte 

it with Eqs. (3) and (4). 

. ' (Ava Qx) 
Fy:= QyEy+Q~VX aa c2 xEx Qy 

oordinates 
combining 

... (6) 

Abbreviating the term in the bracket of Eq. (6) as By. the Magnetic fie~d intensity, . 
which has 'as its components 

AVa . Qx 1 
BYl (YI' Y2' Ya. t) = - --2 E X2 (Xl' X2• Xa) Q-

. C Y I 
. AVa \ ~ ... (7) 

BY2 (YIo Y2. Ya. t) = + 'c2 E Xl (Xv C2• Xa) J 
Bys (YI' Y2' Ya. t) = 0 

Eq. (6) can' be written analogous to Lorentz's force law as 
Fy = QyEy+QyVXBy ... (8) 

The relativis,tic transformations (5) and (7) can be inverted to realize tl e tran~for
mations 

EXl = A ~: (l!Y1-VaBY2) 

EX2 = A ~: (E y2+vaBYl ) 

E
,' QYE', 

, X3 =: Q- . Y3 
, X 

.... (9) 

4. DlVE,RGE.NCE RE~ATIO~ F~R ~LECTRIC F~ELD INTENSITY . 

Let 5 be an Imagmary closed surface whIch does not mtersect the ch;arges m the 
r~gion. Since the divergence thebrem can~ot. be ipplied to the force law of Eq. (1). we 
have to consider' an arbitrarily ;ma.ll'au~~liary srhere ~ of radius ~ surrou ding r = O. 
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For the connected region enclosing the volume Vi, divergence theorem can be applied6 

resulting in the equation . 

fff t'7 r Lim ~ LN px(r-r)} Sf Lim -1 LN Px(r-r).da 
v' ~ N-,>-", N d" = . N-,>- .. -

VI, l ;=141tEor(r+a)2 s N ;=1 41tEor(r+a;)2 

+ ff .~,!", .~ f P x(r-r).da 
. k N? 41U r(r-La.)2 . .=1 0 ., • 

... (10) 

1N{~ 1}' 
N~ V- r+a; 

.=1 

and 

Eq. (10) can be written in the infinitesimal form as 

... (11) 

where b is a units adjusting constant with the dimensions of volume. It is important to 
. consider the point why CY. should not be allowed to tend to zero. The reason is as follows: 
In the general force law of Eq. (1) the possibility of so'me of the ai taking-a value of 
zero is not ruled out. The qnly constraint is that ai should be non-negative. Therefore, 
if a particular a;= 0, then . 

oc2 

~~o . 2=1 
(CY.+ai) . 

whereas if a,i =f: 0, 

2 
Lim _0(. ._ 0 
ot--l>O (OC+ai)2 -

Hence, the limit for CY. --? 0 should be determined only after the values of the undeter
mined coefficients ai are determined. 

The divergence relation can be determined for the dynamic case -as a relativistic 
transformation of Eq. (11). By definition . 

oEYl oEY2 oEyS 
V·Fy = - + - + - ... (12) 

0Yl 0,Y2 0Ys 
utilizing Eq. (5) and the following relations derived for any' function F from the Lorentz 
transformations4, viz. 

...(13) 
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Eq. (12) reduces to 

Qx 
, V.Ey = A - (V.Ex) 

.. Qy , 

Combining Eq. (14) with Eq. (11), 

E _ A Q x ~ Lim ~ ~ r aib (J..2"1 
D... y - Qy~O N-+co N 6t 27tr(r+ai)3 + ((J..+a i )2J 

Eq. '(15) gives the divergence relation for dynamic case. 

5. DIVERGENCE RELATION FOR MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSIT - , 

.. ;(14) 

... (15) 

The divergen<;e relation for magnetic field intensity for the dynamic 'case can be 
obtainedstraightfor~ardly as follows: 

By definition, 
OBYI oBy2 ' oBY3 

V·By = ~ + - + -
0Y1 0Y2 0Y3 

Applying Eqs: (7) and (13), it transforms to 

V.'B y = A~3 (OE Xl _ oF, X2) Q, X 

C oX2 oXl Qy., 

The right-hand side is identically zero. Therefore, 

V.B y ~ 0 ... (16) 

Eq. (16) implies the non-existepce of the magnetic charge irrespective'of the jValidity of 
the law of conservation of charge and for any conceivable monotonically non~increasing 

, force law. - This conclusio!l appears to point out, without ambiguity, the funity of the 
efforts to ,discover the magnetic charge by any experiment. 

6. CURL RELATION FOR ELECTRIC FIELD INTENSITY 

For the electrostatic case, curl Ex can be obtained by methods simi I r to-those 
employed earlier'. Because of the identity, 

N N-
Lim 1 ~ 1 Lim 1 ~, r-r 

V N-+co N ~ (r+ai) = - N-+co N~r(r+ai)2 
,=1 , ,=1 

... (17) 

... (18) 

... (19) 
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For the dynamic case,by definition 

. . (OEY3 OE y2) (OEYl OEys) oEY2 '. oEYl 
V'xEy = a1 -- - -- + a. -- - -- + as -- - ~-

0Y2 0Ys ~. 0Ys 0Y1 0):'1 .oY2 
... (20) 

From Eqs. (9), (13), (16) and (19), it follows that 

oEX2 _ oEX1 = 0 =A Qx [OEY2 _'OE Yl] ... (21) 
oX1 oX2 Q X 0Y1 0Y2 

If in addition to Eqs. (9), (13), (16) and (19) an additional relativistic transformation, 
viz. 

is utilized, it can be shown' that 

OE,X3 _ oEn = 0 = Qy (OE Y3 _ OE y2 ) + (oBYl + Qx) 
oX2 oXa Qx 0Y2 0Ya . ot Qy 

... (22) 

- . 
... (23) 

From: Eqs. (21), (22), (23) and (7), the curl relation for the dynamic C as results and is 
given by . 

. .. (24) 

7. CURL RELATION FOR MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY 

The curl relation for magnetic field intensity can be determined. directly for the 
dynamic case, starting from tbe static divergence relation for electric field intensity . 

. By definition, 

. E _ oEX1 0E x2 oEX3 V'. X - - + - + --oX1 oX2 oXa 
which c~m be transformed relativistically using Eqs. (13), (9) and (7) into 

V'.Ex=~ A Qy (V'.Ey)-AV
3

(oB Y2 _ oBy~)Q1' + AVaQy~Ex3 
. Qx 0Y1 0Y2 Qx c2 Qx ot 

Eq. (25) can be rewritten using Eqs. (14) and (15) into 

oB Y2 oB 1 Vat.. [Px Lim 1 ~ (aib 01:
2 

. )]Qx loEY3 
0Y1 - 0.Y2 = C2 EO N-NSJ N ~ 27tr(r+ai)3:+ (0I:+ai)2 Qy + C2-at 

i=l 

... (25)' 

... (26) 

Eq. (26) is for the assumption that the axis Ya Ya is sliding along the axis XaXa. Similar 
eqli'ations can be obtained for assumed relative velocities of the other axis pairs. . This 
enables us to generalize Eq. (26) and write the combination of the three components as 

. ID Qx 1 By =--+ -Ey ... (27) 
C2EO Q1' c2 

where ID is the general form of the current density "a:nd is a vector formed out of the three 
components corresponding to the .first. term in the right~hand side of Eg. (26). 
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8. REDUCTION TO MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 

In the foregoing sections a complete set of four equations, viz. Eqs. (15), (16), (24) 
and (27) were derived axiomatically without even assuming the conservation f charge. 
Thus they constitute a set of general electromagnetic equations in which charke conser
vation is immaterial. ~However, our present purpose being the derivation of Maxwell's 
equations, the second axiom or assumption mentioned in the introductory s ction will 
now be invoked. 

If charge is conserved the first conditiol1 to be satisfied is 

Qx = Qy 

and the second condition consequential- to Eq. (28) IS 

PxdV x = p),dVy 

Since volume transforms like distance jn the present case, 

Py = 'APx 

... (28) 

... (29) 

... (30) 

To derive the condition that must be satisfied by Eqs. (15), (16), (24) and (27), as a 
re~ult of the restrictions imposed'by Eqs. (28)-and (30), the expression for .Ey must 
be examined. Though several derivations lead to the same condition, the siAlplest one 
01Jt of these methods is given in the following. Eg. (15) can be rewritten, afte~ applying 
Eqs.· (28) and (30) into 

E _ P y Lim 1 ~ f ·aib (/.2 l 
V· y - ;;;N~'" N~ L21tr(r+a)3+(oc+a)2 j 

i~l 

... (31) 

comparing Eq. (31) with Eq. (11), it can be inferred that whereas Px tran formed to 
Py _ while V.Ex transforms to V.Ey, the -terms inside the bracket of Eq.1 (11) have 
remained an invariant. Since b is a units adjusting constant and is invarian~ under. the 

. transformation analogous to EO' and ~ince the quantities a, rand oc suffdr Lorel~tz
Fitzerald contraction in the direction of motion, the condition that the tebns in the 
bracket of Eq. (11) is invariant under the transforination is 

... (32) 

Since the velocity in-general need not be zero, 'A :P 1, and since ai' band r are non-negative, 
Eq. (32) is satisfied only if all ai assume zero values. Imposing this conditioJ Eqs. (15), 
(16), (24) and (27) redu~ed to 

v.By = 0 

V.By =- By 

B 
- (J By 

v· y=-+-
C2EO c 

wlJich are the well-known equations of Maxwell. 

... (33) 
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DISCUSSION \ 

In the foregoing sections Maxwell's equations were derived axiomatically without 
assuming any experimental result. It may be -pointed out that the velocity of light, C, 
is the result of- Michaelson's experiment. However, it should be noted that no where 
in the derivation a value for C has been assumed, nor the fact that it is the velocity of 
light. On the contrary C comes into picture only through the Lorentz factor [1_(V2(C2tl/2] 
so that throughout the derivation C stands for-the upper limit for the velocity of travel 
of any effect from its cause since ,action at a distance is assumed to be impossible. 
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